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Abstract—In Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS), Vehicular
Ad-hoc Network (VANET) is one of key wireless technologies,
which helps in managing road safety, traffic efficiency, fleet,
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give an overview of the implication of different technologies
and placement of VANET in transportation and specifically in
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in which new applications can improve efficiency by use of new
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Fig. 1: Intelligent Transport System (ITS) and Underlying
Technologies

I NTRODUCTION

In project of the European commission (EC) named “Mobility and Transport”, Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) [1]
is one of the transport topics which deals with the traffic management, safety and efficiency among many target
transport mode. To get improvement in transportation system,
it applies information and communication technologies like
computers, electronics, satellites and sensors. These technological possibilities require us to rethink design, implementation
and deployment of existing technologies in different transport
modes like road, air, water, and rail to provide new services for
passengers and freight transport [2]. Therefore, the first goal
of ITS is to manage transport systems and the second goal
is to render the transport network more safe. In case of the
traffic congestion, it aims to reduce both the traffic and also
its impact on the environment. Hence, efficiency is the third
goal of ITS. To achieve the goal of traffic management, safety,
and efficiency, a number of communication technologies are
involved in ITS, e.g., ITS-G5 [3], Wi-Fi [4], 3G [5], LTE [6]
etc. to create innovative solutions. The linkage between the
EC project, ITS and technologies is shown in Figure 1. Several
technologies have been deployed to maintain and promote ITS.
Logistics companies focus on the flexibility and efficiency
to save time and labor cost. Thus, the improvement of the
transportation system and communicating interfaces of these
companies contributes to achieve the goals [7].
Vehicular Ad-hoc Network is the one of the challenging
domains in wireless networks and has unique features. It
does not only offer efficient traffic management, logistics and
transportation, navigation, and road safety applications, but
also regards for online gaming and infotainment applications
[8].

Logistics include a number of activities that ensure the
timely availability of the right product to the customer and
these activities create a bridge between production and consumption [9]. Consequently, it links the production and market
locations. Two parameters can have great impact on the
distance between production plant to the location market or
supplier unit, i.e. availability of the product to deliver, and time
efficiency in delivery of it. To get market benefits, delivery
of the right product to the right consumer on right time is
equally important for all companies. These two requirements
have changed the procedure of production and delivery. To
cope with this challenge, the sub-system of logistic requires efficiency and automation. Figure 2 shows the logistics process,
where each stage has specific requirements with respect to the
next level. At each level different technologies are in use to
get the required benefits. Regarding raw material, the efficient
collection of it can boost the production of the desired product.
At the production units, synchronization of production steps
autonomously and information management about the product
specification according to demand are the important factors.
Latest technologies like robotics, WiFi, multi-agent system and
others help to increase productivity and improve management
systems. Market share increases with the best distribution of
product in the market and simple accessibility for the customer.
Online technologies play an important role not only for the
product advertisement, but also for purchasing.
Each company promotes its product as a best product in the
market. A new product progresses through a sequence of stages
called product life cycle from introduction to growth, maturity,
and decline. The success of the production cycle depends
upon type of product, knowledge of production, people and
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knowledge of people’s requirements. In order to increase the
value of the product, different services are added to the product
by converting raw-materials into the customized products.
Therefore, the production cycle includes many values into it.
For example form-value is added to the product by converting
the raw-materials into finished product during production and
manufacturing, place-value is provided through transportation
by moving the finished products to the needed location, and
time-value is provided through storage and inventory controls
to ensure the availability of the products when needed. Finally,
possession-value is added to the product through marketing and
sales. In this whole procedure, place and time-values are the
key logistics functions.
To meet the challenge of product-delivery from the
production-unit to the market, efficiency in transportation
is required. Efficiency in terms of time may vary because
it depends on the type of product, mode of transport and
location of the need [10]–[12]. The development of technology
like automobiles, electronic devices, home appliances require
different place and time-values than the production of food
items. The food-item exhibits a short life span and requires
delivery to market when it is fresh. In a competitive market,
the latest technologies are used to shorten the process of
production, and enhance storage and inventory for the quick
distribution, monitoring and possible re-routing. Sourcing from

of technology transference [16]–[18] and new technologies
integration e.g., RFID [19], robotics [20], [21], WiFi and
communication technologies [22]–[25] etc., the process of
logistics and transportation has become more flexible. The
objective of this paper is to pinpoint the advantages of existing
technologies and importance of VANET technology in logistics
and transportation with respect to the previously mentioned
issues, and to discuss use of multiple technologies together to
a get solution for complex processes. The use of technologies
aims to simplify this process by reducing time of product
life cycle with value added services and reducing delay while
delivering products.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II gives the state of the art. It reviews the technology role
in logistics and transportation, explains different technologies
in context of different sub-problems and challenges in the
scenario of logistics and transportation, and also discusses
VANET current projects in the research area. Section III
discusses different scenarios where one or more technologies
can add benefits to companies. It also describes applications of
different technologies for logistics and transportation. Section
IV concludes and explains possible future work.

II.

A DVANCED T ECHNOLOGIES IN L OGISTICS

The efficient production of customized products and their
supply are the key to success for many companies. Failure
leads to loss of revenue, decline in level of services, reputation
and market share. Recent developments in the market e.g.
increase in market competition along number of products
with short life cycle and product proliferation, have created
a scenario where the customer’s demands are unpredictable.
Thus, the ability to appropriately respond to the market has
become a major asset for many companies, and a motivation
for improving their logistics systems [26].

Fig. 2: Possible Placement of Technologies in Logistics and
Transportation

the raw material to the finished products and the respective
distribution involves many tiers in the supply chain flow. In
practice, supply chain integration is the set screw and also
active research area to improve the supply chain performance.
Basically, this integration involves two kinds of flows. The
first flow involves the physical steps that need to be carried
out, while the second flow complements the first flow (logistics) with respective information. Previous studies [13]–
[15] addressed these two flows by merging information and
logistics. The research studies also showed that with the help

The last few decades, the business environment has
changed due to advances in information technologies in extracting, manufacturing and servicing industries. In addition
to these, the positive growth of knowledge industry [27] [28]
has raised productivity by generating more worker autonomy
or greater managerial control. This change is particularly
visible in the European Union. Many small and medium size
companies have logistic management at their high priority
to gain competitive benefits [29], [30]. From point of origin to the point of destination, logistics includes planning,
implementing, controlling, transportation of goods, services
and related information [31]. The reverse logistics system
planning [32] is beneficial for home appliances and proposed
a mixed integer programming model to determine the optimal
configuration. This model used return rates to determine the
numbers, storage locations and plants and showed the benefits
of sharing facilities in recycling electrical appliances and
computers [33]. To obtain an efficient and flexible system
start-to-end, different technologies can be used for sub-tasks.
Figure 4 divides the logistics tasks and sub-functions. In each
sub-function, integration of particular technology offers added
values for the efficient execution and best end results. Each
technology plays a vital role to solve sub-functions of logistics
to earn revenue.
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Company Limited to reveal the performance of operations and
resources utilization significantly.
The authors in paper [36] discuss multi-agent system for
the case study of e-commerce. Here, for the design of the
logistics, delivery of products, their storage and transportation,
a third party logistics (3PL) takes responsibility in a supply
chain. A 3PL vendor used multi-agent system to build up
a private logistics service unit and virtual private logistics
subsystem (VPL). By this way, they integrated own logistics
business process with the supply chain members. In the supply
chain, the logistics and its information flow are seamlessly connected with the financing and trading flows. The 3PL vendor
would keep the stability of its own business process while
providing customized services to the supply chain members.

Fig. 3: Logistics Process with Integration of Technologies

A. Multi-Agent Systems
Logistics and supply chain systems consist of number
of sub-system that can communicate with one another autonomously to maximize utility. Considering their complex relationship and decision making processes of these sub-system,
a multi-agent system modeling is a suitable approach. It is
used for the convenient modeling of these sub-systems [34]
to improve efficiency of supply chain, solve dynamic logistic
management, food supply chain management, fleet management, mass customisation issues and make profit through ecommerce.
To improve the efficiency of the food supply chain, the
authors of [29] introduced an agent technology model and
resulting food supply chain includes the new feature of
intelligence, which allows to optimize performance of the
system. They described two ways for optimization: firstly, they
reviewed intelligent agents applications, analyzed and compared the existing technologies, then critically reviewed the
integration of agent technology in the supply chain management. Secondly, they explained the multi-agent system and its
mechanism of optimization to solve many tasks like inventory
issues, bullwhip effect, communication problem or adverse
risk sharing. Furthermore, it offers a capability to purchase
and sale while in transit. In [21], the authors discussed the
convenience of automatic systems for loading and unloading
with the increase of the number of parcels. This automation
can offer benefits to logistics companies by reducing the cost
of labor and consumption of time.
To solve the problem of dynamic logistic process management, a real-time knowledge-based framework has proposed in
[35] with the use of RFID-multi-agents. The system is capable
of real-time process management” which has functionality to
identify current process status, perform checking/reasoning,
and support to staff members by providing knowledge about
the process while handling logistics activity problems. It
included an application case study of Eastern Worldwide

The resource allocation problem is usually solved, when
system has real time information of all the orders and resources
in advance and it does not affect the process of scheduling. On
the basis of real time analysis, it is concluded that intelligent
applications help to cover mentioned problem in domain of
transport system including traffic issues. These intelligent
systems include multi-agent simulation platform for traffic
modeling, decision support systems for letter transportation,
logistics planning, sea freight transportation, vehicle dispatching, scheduling for railway and truck transportation and others
[37]–[42] [43].
In [41], authors defined mass customization as a transition
process of individualization of mass-market goods and services
which are used to fulfill particular customer needs at an affordable and reasonable price. They discussed the lack of flexibility
in conventional enterprise resource planning and supply chain
management systems to cope with the new requirements of
market. To overcome these drawbacks, multi-agent systems are
used to provide suitable means and also presented a solution to
handle customization and corresponding information logistics
in flexible way and to extend inter-business relations by partial
automatic management.
In [44], the authors discussed the cost reduction and
complex optimization problem for dispatching and planning
scheduling of freight in a highly competitive market with an
increasing share for general cargo. To minimize the complexity
in such scenario, an autonomous coordination of transport
services and planning processes can help. The paper introduced
a multi-agent based approach that solved mentioned issues
by enabling an autonomous dispatch process in mentioned
scenario and also tackled resource allocation problems. Additionally, it supports a human dispatch manager in decision by developing a Decision-Support System (DSS). The
responsibility of DSS is to provide proposals for allocations
of transport orders to trucks. Table I discusses the role of
multi-agent systems for the sub-functions of logistics with the
proposed solution. Different multi-agent systems are proposed
to solve different issues like optimization in the food supply
chain, automation problem for loading-unloading, e-commerce
solution for customised services, resource allocation problem,
mass-customization, information management issue and to
reduce cost and complex optimization.
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TABLE I: Multi-Agent Systems in Logistics
Article
[29]

Targeted Problem
Optimization problem in food supply chain

[21]
[36]

Automation problem for loading and unloading
E-commerce for supply chain

[37], [38], [40]–[42]

Resource allocation problem

[41]

Mass customization and information management
issue
Cost reduction and complex optimization problem

[44], [45]

B. Robotics
In order to optimize internal material flow, the requirement
and demand of industrial robot-technologies is increasing. The
use of robotics and other technologies in logistics is common
and research institutes (like Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the Bremen Institute of Production and Logistics (BIBA),
the Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics (ISL),
London Business School, etc. ) are trying to integrate different
technologies in logistics. In [20], authors classified roboticslogistics activities in many scenarios such as loading/unloading
and palletizing/depalletizing of goods, and discussed possible
scenarios for research and development activities. Companies
are trying to enhance functionality and flexibility of working
in production units by means of robotics.
In [46] the authors discussed introduction of robots in
industry. The idea was initially to use it for production of
components of industrialized building and modular housing.
In earlier Seventeenth century, first robots had been designed
for construction and at the end the century, construction site
had been developed. In Japan, it had been used to improve
quality in prefabrication of modular homes. In addition to
it, maintenance and safety robots had been developed for
cleaning, inspection and safety. Furthermore, humanoid robots
for construction are already tested, but service robots are in
planning to build environment in future.
Nowadays, mobile robotics are significantly used not only
for commercially and personally, but also for education and
research due to offered new application [47]. An autonomous
mobile mechatronic system for learning and research has
been introduced by company Festo Didactic. This system is
named as Robotino [48] and also introduced as standardized
platform for education in the area of engineering and information technology. In [49], the authors discussed the impact
of Robotino. They argued that this system provides an easy
methods for education and also creates enabling environment
to the industrially-relevant engineers for practical training.
Autonomous robots contain a software component and
perform task-level executions depending upon the instructions
for a certain goal. Planning in this case is still an exception
rather than the norm because domains are often too dynamic or
complex. In [50], authors characterized the RoboCup Logistics
League (RCLL) as a medium complex robotics planning
domain considering properties, implementation strategies, and
planning models and also proposed a RCLL testbed as a
benchmark for comparison.
In e-commerce, logistics requires attention to handle prob-

Solution
Agent technology model to optimize multiple tasks like bullwhip effect, inventor and
communication issues
Automatic system to reduce cost of labor and consumption time
Multi-agent system for an e-commerce environment to keep the stability of its own business
process while providing customized services to the supply chain members
Multi-agent system for traffic modeling, decision support system, logistic planning and
transportation scheduling
Co-operative multi-agent system to handle mass customization and extend inter-business
relationship
Multi-agent mechanism of autonomous coordination of transport services for dispatching
and planning scheduling

lems such as delays in deliveries or wrong deliveries, packages lost while shipping or damaging goods due to improper
packing or handling. Automation helps to improve efficiency
of storage and retrieval system. Furthermore, it extends their
capacities and capabilities through autonomous storage and
retrieval system (ASRS. But it has limitation of flexibility due
to variant properties of order. In order to get a balance between
efficiency, scalability and flexibility, the use of robotics is vital.
In [51], the authors discussed the use of mobile robots in
industrial developments. These are in being used to achieve
robotic picking methods and extended the Product Service System (PSS) where the prime goal is to focus core competencies
using a Logistics Automation Service System (LASS) business
model.
Table II discusses the problems of loading/unloading,
palletizing/depalletizing, construction, education and research
methods and training, planning system defects and e-commerce
logistics bottle-neck and also lists the possible solution for the
mentioned problems using robotics to get economical benefits
by reducing labour cost, time and improving efficiency.
C. Online Technologies
In the era of Internet, customers migrated into the online
world, therefore Internet marketers use emails to collect and
organize data for potential prospects. Email becomes a primary way among many business marketers to connect with
customers. With the emerging of e-commerce on the Internet,
a new form of marketing has evolved. Online marketers use
different strategies to get attention of their customers from
online banners to pop ups. Classically, technical marketing
focused on the design of product with the specifications and
key features, but at the same time designed to appeal to
customers with basic information of product. However, it
has also grown marketing strategies to encompass any use
of modern technology as a marketing tool. Considering a
case of a software company, which offers Adobe Systems
having worth billions of dollars. A wide range of products are
offered by this system. A number of companies rely on it and
ts potential customers are basically skilled, highly computer
literate professionals. The use of this product is a marketing
tool for marketers.
The paper [52] addressed the effective use of Information Technology (IT) capabilities and the synchronous online
technology in education section. In a teaching, learning and
developing environment of an institute, it presented a theoretical model considering key capabilities of IT and synchronous
online technology to support the large scale deployment, e.g.,
Black-board Collaborate. Apart from the education sector,
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TABLE II: Robotics in Logistics
Article
[20]
[46]

Targeted sub-task
Loading/unloading and palletizing/depalletizing of
goods
Construction

[47] [49]
[50]
[51]

Education and research
Planning Systems for logistics
E-commerce logistics issues

Solution
Automation using robotics for economical efficiency and flexibility
Construction robots to increase quality in prefabrication of home, maintenance and safety
robots had been developed for cleaning, inspection and safety
Standardized platform for education in engineering and information technology
Proposed a RCLL testbed as a benchmark for comparison of planning systems
Industrial developments, PSS and LASS business model for efficiency, scalability and
flexibility

TABLE III: Online Technologies in Logistics
Article
[52]
[53] [54]
[55]
[56] [57]

Targeted Sub-area
Teaching and Learning
Online-shopping behaviours
Advertisement and Marketing
E-commerce

Solution
Theoretical model on basis of key IT capabilities and synchronous online technology to
support for deployment on large scale
Analysis of shopping trend and identification of customer need from online data collect
Technical marketing using enabling online/computer technologies
Online shopping

these online technologies are also used to observe the general
online shopping behavior and particular on gender or cultural
base behaviour [53] [54]. In competitive business environment
where we have a number of providers, the key point in the
hand of organizations is to understand the desires and needs
of their customers. These online technologies help to analyze
the trend of customer behaviour and adopt new policies for
their product according to customer need and desire.
D. Wireless Communication Technologies
The article [22] showed the importance of construction
supply chain management (CSCM) and how its is helpful.
Construction projects are complex and big in size, e.g., high
rised buildings or mega-sized buildings. Usually, on the construction site, there is little storage space, but high demand of
construction components and materials. Hence, for the success,
efficient and optimized supply chain management is required.
In-spite of the availability of research and development of radio
frequency identification (RFID), the mobile devices are still
required to carry to check logistic flow in supply chain process.
However, by the use of RFID and Wireless Sensor Networksbased operations, the equipment can become main drive for
the whole process and may include movers, trailers, gates, and
hoists. Another article [23] discussed the use of Wireless Mesh
Network (WMN) for logistics and Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) to control and manage the logistic flow. The enlisted
activities are the logistic functions of handling, packaging and
distribution.
E. Internet of Things (IoT)
Internet of Things (IoT) is enabling technology and researchers are focusing on enabling the material procurement
process improvement of a manufacturer by using it. IoT
and Cloud Manufacturing (CM) are linked technologies, are
practically inadequate, particularly for a highly service-driven
manufacturing execution system. In this system CM supports
to respond in capturing the IoT-enabled execution hierarchy
dynamically [58]. In the supply chain network, the One Stop
Logistic Service Provider (1SLP) is an integrator, which is
used to design and implement comprehensive solutions for
logistic service by assembling the resources, capabilities, and

integrated technologies of supply chain networks. In [59],
authors developed the IoT enabled 1SLP process to reduce
excessive operation times and integrate with the network
information. The authors in [60] proposed a novel multilayered
vehicular data cloud platform. This platform is designed by
using cloud computing and IoT technologies and used for
warranty analysis of vehicles in the IoT environment. IoT can
provide a good backbone support for ITS, however this area
is not mature yet.
The IoT could also contribute significantly in the food and
agribusiness industry. In food supply, perishable products have
unpredictable supply variations and mean time they require
food safety and sustainability. In this scenario IoT are used
to solve these issue because it allows for remotely controlling
the location, conditions of shipments and products. In [61],
authors also developed a reference architecture using IoT for
logistic information systems where it supported the provision
of affordable tailor-made solutions.
Apart from the production, handling and safety of machinery and material is also important. For material handling,
authors in [62] explained material handling system via analysis
and performance availability in regard to energy-harvesting,
ultra-low-power devices. They also discussed details of the
hardware platform including architecture and testbed. They
paid particular attention to the inBin smart device and energyharvesting in the mentioned system. For the safety, the authors
in [63] developed a monitoring system, particularly focusing
for the type of cranes used to hoist heavy loads in the open
air environment with the help of IoT. The latter included both
hardware unit and software, and applied in engineering.
F. VANET
In case of disaster areas, an important task is to manage
the resources via restoring the information flow to help in
the recovery process. VANET is a wireless technology that is
deployed in such disaster areas to recover the communication
link [64] [65]. Communication among vehicles is discussed in
[25] and authors presented the concept of car-2-car communication as ’smart object’ and aimed to increase driving with
comfort and safety. This communication should be secure and
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TABLE IV: Communication Technologies in Logistics
Article
[58]
[59]

Targeted Sub-task
Synchronization issue
Operation time and information flow

[61]

Food and agribusiness industry

[62]
[63]

Material handling
Safety and monitoring

Solution
A real-time production logistics synchronization system
IoT enabled 1SLP process to reduce excessive operation times and integrate with the
network information
Reference architecture for IoT-based logistic information systems where it supported the
provision of affordable tailor-made solutions
Material handling systems in regard to energy-harvesting, ultra-low-power devices
Monitoring system for heavy loads in the open air environment with safety monitoring
system

confidential [66]. The article [24] discussed its support for
applications that notify about route hazards and incidents to
both the drivers and logistics coordinators. Apart from the ITS
usage, VANET applications includes a number of scenarios,
such as information dissemination for safety like emergency
alerts, traffic condition, service messages, road jam due to accidents, and collision avoidance. The disseminated information
can be used for fleet coordination or rerouting of vehicles [67],
but also for advertisements (e.g. disseminate marketing data),
multimedia content distribution (e.g. audio, video streaming)
[68], [69], [70] and environmental monitoring networks to
gather information data (e.g. pollution, traffic monitoring and
road pavement defects) [71]. For future services, the expansion
of the smart grid represents a unique challenge in terms of the
convergence of network platforms. WiFi as VANETs have the
potential to become a reliable wireless network platform to
support both the requirements of the smart grid and ITS-based
services. Logistics companies are required to have flexible and
cost efficient system to monitor, control and deliver products
on time. The customers are also interested to have hassle free
dealing with the logistics companies. In all these cases, multihop wireless broadcast is an important component in vehicular
networks because network properties allows to exploit this
feature. VANET is a good choice to fit in these scenarios due
to its unique characteristics, low cost and simple deployment.
In port scenarios,complexity is increasing with the expansion of supply chains. Modern ports require advanced
track and trace, security, information sharing and monitoring
and VANET has the potential to fulfill these needs of port
facilities [72] [73]. In [74], authors discussed the adoption
of communication technologies to experience high levels of
visibility, control and connectivity across the entire supply
chain and examined the feasibility of VANET in a multimodal logistics environment. They recommended architecture
to provide mentioned goals, which also assure security while
accessing. An other article [75] explained its potential to
manage the flow of goods and resources efficiently, particularly
within international ports. In [76] authors discussed the key
role of Information and Communication Technology (ICT in
managing logistics operations and supply chains. Table V
summarizes this discussion along target sub-tasks and solutions
provided by the mentioned technology.
III.

VANET P ROJECTS , A PPLICATIONS AND D ISCUSSION

Under the European Commission, a wide variety of projects
for transportation is currently underway. Intelligent Transport
System (ITS) [77] aims to develop road safety and traffic
management applications. Secure vehicular communication,
passenger comfort and infotainment are also objectives of ITS.

To generate novel ideas and development of novel technology,
the project “Transport Research and Innovation Portal (TRIP)”
[78] considers of transportation aiming to give an overview of
research activities at European Union and National level. The
European Commission also started a project in for “Transport
Research and Innovation in Horizon 2020” [79] to generate
ideas for growth of transportation, transport sustainability,
seamless mobility and also viewing European Union (EU)
as a leader on the globe. Car-2-Car is the project of Car-2Car Communication Consortium (C2C-CC) [80]. This project
aims to contribute to the reduction of deaths in road accidents,
reduce traffic congestion, improve efficiency and reduce the
impact of the traffic on the environment.
Many projects are also running to develop prototypes of
VANET for industry. Car-to-car cooperation [81] is a VANET
project running in the Aqua-lab of Northwestern University.
This project aims to provide information and entertainment
to the passengers and automotive safety, and to reduce the
impact of traffic on environment and smooth traffic flow.
The project “Innovative Wireless Technologies for Industrial
Automation (HiFlecs)” [82] in the University of Bremen, develops innovative wireless technologies for industrial real-time
closed-loop applications. In the future industry, the wireless
technologies allows to connect machinery and control units
wirelessly. There are different challenges for future Industry
4.0 applications like low latency, highly reliability, deterministic, and secure communications. To meet these challenges,
HiFlecs develop key technologies for an industrial wireless
communication system with new functionality and features for
real-time control applications. Intelligent System and Sensors
[83] is the project of Auto21 for the development of control
and monitoring of vehicle behavior, guidance, navigation,
telematics, driving assistance and automation. Another funded
project [84] of Auto 21 named “Vehicle Communications
And Applications” at the Interlab of University of Sherbrook
focuses on the development and testing of cost effective
communication infrastructure, design of cooperative control
strategies and their integration for vehicular communication
applications.“Canadian Association of Road Safety and Professional (CARSP)” [85] is dedicated to enhance road safety
by developing safety applications. Last, U.S. department of
transportation is dealing with safety application where focused
applications are emergency electronic brake lights, blind spot
brakes, forward collision warnings, etc. It outlines new ITS
Strategic Plan 2015-2019 [86] and provides a framework
around with ITS Joint Program Office for research, development, and adoption activities to achieve goals. This plan is built
around two key points i.e. priorities-realizing connected vehicle implementation and advancing automation. Furthermore,
this plan includes program categories regarding connected
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TABLE V: Current Role of VANET in Logistics
Article
[72] [73]
[74]
[75]
[76]

Targeted Sub-task
Enhancing port facilities
Visibility, control and connectivity across entire
supply chain
Monitoring and coordination of portside vehicular
traffic
Logistic operations at intra and interorganizational level

Solution
Provide clustering solution to fulfill needs of port facilities like track and trace, security,
information sharing and visibility
Provide enhances visibility and connectivity
Reliable applications for monitoring and coordination, Efficient solution for information
sharing
Build communication links between enter-prises and for many organizations around the
world

TABLE VI: Active Projects for Transportation
Project
ITS [77]
TRIP [78]
Horizon 2020 [79]
C2C [80]
Car-to-Car cooperation [81]
HiFlecs [82]
Intelligent system and sensors [83]
Vehicular communication and applications [84]
CARSP [85]
ITS 2015-2019 Strategic Plan [86]

Purpose
Road safety,traffic management, secure vehicular communication
Research activities for transportation
Ideas generation and growth sustainability of transport
Fatalities reduction during road accidents,Improve efficiency,Reduce impact on environment
Automotive safety, infotainment and entertainment for passengers, reduce traffic impact
on environment, smooth traffic flow
To develop innovative wireless technologies for industry
Control and monitoring of vehicle behavior,vehicle guidance navigation and telematics,
driving assistance and automation
Development and testing of cost-effective communication infrastructure, design of cooperative control strategies
Road safety
Connected Vehicles, automation, emerging capabilities, enterprise data, inter-operability,
accelerating deployment

Organization
European Commission
European Commission
European Commission
C2C-CC
Aqua-lab,Northwestern University
University of Bremen
Auto21
Interlab, University of Sherbrook funded
by Auto21
CARSP
U.S. Department of Transportation

TABLE VII: Technologies Integration in Logistics and Transportation
Technologies
Multi-Agent System [29] [87]
Online Technologies [88]
Robotics [20] [21]

Method
Centralized and decentralized
Business collaboration
Experisim, realism, inductivism

Purpose
Chain optimization, e-market place
E-business
Automation

Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) [22] [23]
IoT [58] [62] [63]

Environmental monitoring, localization,
controlling
Multilayered, centralized and decentralized

Detection, process control, monitoring

VANET [24] [25]

Vehicles control communication and
road safety

Synchronization, information flow, material handling and safety and monitoring
Controlled and efficient traffic management, automation

vehicles, automation, emerging capabilities, enterprise data,
interoperability and accelerating deployment. Table VI gives
the summary of the all presented projects where road safety
or automotive safety are key targets. However, some projects
are focusing on the monitoring and some projects are working
to improve the traffic efficiency with minimal impact on the
environment and cost effective communication infrastructure.
From the current projects objectives, we conclude that companies are looking for low cost, automotive safety and monitoring
solutions to support logistics and general transport applications
with high reliability. Table VII summarizes the technologies
integrated in logistics and transportation. Each technology
aims to solve a problem by using specialized methods, and
upon successful implementation and deployment, each system
exhibits certain properties. As mentioned in the table, Multiagent System [29] [87] are used for chain optimization and
to create e-market place through centralized and decentralized
method. By applying this technique, the system becomes
more simple, flexible and harmonized but less coordinated.
Online technologies [88] are used to maintain the system

Properties
Flexibility, simplicity, transaction and harmonization
Availability, simplicity
Economical efficiency, engin performance and flexibility
automation in information flow and control
Real time synchronization, efficiency, flexibility

Low latency, high reliability, deterministic and secure communication, cost-effective and flexibility

information for customers, re-sellers, business partners and to
help in the online collaboration with partners, exchange of
documents for contracts with customers, suppliers and also
negotiation of contacts have become more easy. They provide a
centralized and fast information management system, and also
introduce e-business opportunities. Therefore, the advanced
systems become more simple, flexible and also increase the
accessibility and availability of data. Robotics [20] [21] is
another technology, which renders the advanced system to be
more flexible, efficient and cost effective. Robotics are used
for automation of the system using different methodologies
like expericism, realism and inductivism. For monitoring the
environment, and controlling the process, WSN [22] [23] is
applied. This technology allows for automation in information
flow and control through environment monitoring, localizing
the system, and controlling methods. To improve transportation
efficiency, and for controlled and efficient traffic management
automation, VANET technology [24] [25] [89] is imposed
through communication methods. By using these wireless
communication technologies, the transportation can become
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more secure, highly reliable and cost effective.
Currently, as mentioned in previous sections, VANET focuses on both safety [90] [91] and non-safety applications
[92]. Non-safety applications are used to create commercial
opportunities by increasing the number of equipped vehicles
with on-board wireless devices. To make journey more pleasant
for travelers, comfort and infotainment applications are being
design and developed to provide information support and entertainment. Vehicular networks can also be employed to provide
connectivity to catastrophe hit areas or remote rural communities lacking a conventional communication infrastructure to
provide connectivity. Furthermore, Vehicular applications (for

of information flow and control. Considering Figure 4, within
logistic processes the key goals are automation, monitoring,
process control, chain optimization and information base, and
currently multiple technologies are being used in each hotpots
to achieve goals. In supplies, the need of facilities include
monitoring, controlling, information and management, where
sensors, WSN and online technologies are being used to fulfill
their requirement. In warehouse and inventory management,
there are different challenges like pelleting, packaging, storing,
etc. In this scenario, handling, controlling, coordination and
managing information are important tasks to complete, where
robotics, WiFi technologies, sensors, database technologies or
online technologies are being used for efficient handling. In
ports, the challenges are to load and unload in optimal time,
handling and information management. Here robotics, WSN,
Multi-agent Systems and VANET are being used to cope with
them. At the service level, companies are looking for solutions
to ease the processes of purchasing, shipping, monitoring,
tracking and controlling. They are using online technologies,
multi-agent and sensors to deal with those processes. We
observed in this case study, VANET has the potential for
not only to inter-link these hotspots, but also to improve
each unit. Hence, efficiency in delivery can improve economic
factors for industries, and improve service level for customers
and consumers while managing the freight transportation by
providing best routing information, alerts for traffic jam or
rerouting for congestion.
IV.

Fig. 4: VANET Integration in Logistics

example enhanced route guidance [93] and coordination by
logistics providers, optimal scheduling of traffic light, and
lane merging assistance by public coordinators) are intended
to optimize routes [94], while also providing a reduction of
gas emissions and fuel consumption. These applications are
even more better when sensors are deployed for monitoring
and controlling with VANET technology [95].
In logistics and transportation, many applications can be
used like automatic vehicle detection or vehicle parking system
for the logistic hot-spots (e.g sea port, warehouses etc.). It
can also be used for the efficient traffic management for
online delivery of logistics goods from production units to the
distributed points or warehouses. Additionally, it allows automatic traffic control, re-routing the traffic in case of the traffic
congestion [96] for improving just in time delivery and speed
limit enforcement. Figure 4 shows the major four hot-spots of
the logistics process where VANET technology can be used to
maintain the information and logistics flow with the coordination of other technologies where transportation is the key factor
that links industries to customers and consumers. We already
know that for automation in manufacturing we use robotics
and to maintain database of products and information online
technologies and sensors are already deployed on different production units. By integrating these deployed technologies with
VANET, we can improve efficiency in automation in terms

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

VANET is the one of the enabling technology in ITS that
is used for road safety, traffic management and logistics applications. With the objective of the technologies and VANET
integration in logistics and transportation, an overview of all
technologies with logistics functions have been derived and
summarized. Different technologies like multi-agent systems,
online technologies, robotics, wireless sensor networks have
been used to fast the process of manufacturing and to make the
deliveries just in time over the last few years. We highlighted
different challenges for each technology to provide flexible and
effective solutions in terms of time and cost. We discussed
VANET as key technology in logistics and transportation
regarding challenges to cope with the mobility and short contact duration, where it is observed that VANET has potential
to provide flexible and cost-effective solutions for logistics
and transportation. It also has capability to make bridge to
interlink hotspots of logistics process. For the deployment
of this technology along attractive applications, a number of
projects are running. This article also gave an overview of
projects focusing respective extensions.
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